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Abstract. When considering optimal design problems involving di!raction gratings, it is useful
to have some a priori characterization of the range of possible reflectances one can achieve for given
material parameters. Here we consider the limiting case of a rapidly oscillating dielectric grating and
show that such gratings can have reflectance no greater than that of a flat interface, regardless of
the shape of the grating interface.
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1. Introduction. A di!raction grating is formed by a periodic interface sepa-
rating two homogeneous materials. In practical applications, one wishes to design the
shape of the interface so that time-harmonic waves incident on the interface have a
desired reflection and transmission pattern. Such design problems can be solved, for
example, by optimization techniques [7] and homogenization [2]. An important ques-
tion arising in this context is as follows: Given a particular class of admissible designs
(interface shapes), which reflection and transmission patterns are attainable? In this
paper we provide an answer in the case of blazed gratings (i.e., interfaces which can be
represented by the graph of a function), which are rapidly oscillating with respect to
the incident wavelength. The gratings are required to be dielectric. The basic result
is a constraint on the reflectance, which says that in the limit as the grating period
goes to zero the grating reflectance can be no greater than the reflectance obtained
for a flat interface. This constraint holds regardless of the depth of the grating and
the shape of the interface.

While rapidly oscillating gratings may seem to be of limited practical interest,
they are, in fact, widely used. Optical engineers have been aware of homogenization
e!ects in gratings for many years and often use high spatial frequency gratings to
approximate corresponding multilayered structures (and vice-versa) [12]. The pri-
mary practical advantage of this approach is that material “layers” with intermediate
refractive indices can be approximated by a grating composed of only two materi-
als. In this way, the use of expensive, unstable, or nonexistent materials can often
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be avoided. One of the primary uses for rapidly oscillating gratings is in so-called
moth-eye antireflective structures (see, e.g., [1, 8] and references therein), which are
widely used to reduce glare on display devices and are commercially available.

Any optical engineer engaged in designing or optimizing a rapidly oscillating
grating is faced with the question of whether or not a desired reflectance profile is
attainable with given materials. This paper is aimed exactly at that question, showing
that high reflectivity designs are generally not attainable with simple blazed high
spatial frequency gratings. We consider the approach taken here as a first step toward
solving the more di"cult problem of characterizing attainable reflection/transmission
patterns in more general di!raction gratings.

The plan of the paper is as follows. In the next section, we begin by analyzing
the case of reflection from a “layered medium,” i.e., a medium which has spatial
dependence in only one direction. Under the condition that the refractive index of the
medium is monotone in that direction, we establish the desired reflectance constraint.
We conclude in section 3 by using homogenization theory to reduce the limiting case
of a rapidly oscillating grating to the monotone layered medium. We prove that in
the limit as the grating period goes to zero, the reflectance constraint is satisfied.

2. Layered medium case. We first consider a layered medium in R2, charac-
terized by the real dielectric coe"cient k(x2), where x = (x1, x2) ! R2. It is assumed
that k(x2) " ka for x2 # 0 (i.e., in the “air”), and k(x2) " ks for x2 $ %b, (i.e., in the
“substrate”), where 0 < b < & is an arbitrary depth. Consider an incoming plane
wave ui = ei!x1+i"ax2 , where

! = ka sin ", #a = ka cos ",(1)

and |"| < $/2 is the angle of incidence with respect to the x2-axis. We wish to find
solutions w satisfying the Helmholtz equation 'w + k2w = 0 in R2, plus appropriate
outgoing wave conditions.

To make the problem independent of x1, one can consider the functions u =
we#i!x1 . Defining #(x2) =

!

k(x2)2 % !2 and setting #s = #(%b), we specify the
reflection and transmission conditions

u(x2) = ei"ax2 + re#i"ax2 for x2 # 0,

u(x2) = tei"sx2 for x2 $ %b,(2)

where the coe"cients r and t are to be determined. This leads to the following
boundary value problem in x2:

u$$ + #2u = 0 in (0,%b),(3)

u$(0) = %i#au(0) + 2i#a,(4)

u$(%b) = i#su(%b).(5)

In weak form, we have

" 0

#b
u$v$ %

" 0

#b
#2uv + i#au(0)v(0) + i#su(%b)v(%b) = 2i#av(0).(6)

Lemma 2.1. Let # ! L%(%b, 0) be real-valued. Then problem (3)–(5) admits a
unique weak solution u ! H1(%b, 0).

Proof. We seek u ! H1(%b, 0) such that (6) is satisfied for all v ! H1(%b, 0). It
is easy to rewrite this problem as a linear operator equation u % Au = f , where A
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is compact (see, e.g., [7]). Applying the Fredholm alternative, existence then follows
from uniqueness for the homogeneous problem w %Aw = 0.

Thus it su"ces to prove uniqueness for the homogeneous problem

w$$ + #2w = 0 in (0,%b),(7)

w$(0) = %i#aw(0),(8)

w$(%b) = i#sw(%b),(9)

with associated weak form
" 0

#b
w$v$ %

" 0

#b
#2wv + i#aw(0)v(0) + i#sw(%b)v(%b) = 0.(10)

Note that any solution w ! H1(%b, 0) of (10) is also in H2(%b, 0) since w$$ = %#2w
a.e., and the right-hand side is in L2. By Sobolev imbedding, w ! C1. Setting v = w
in (10) and taking the imaginary part, we find that w(%b) = w(0) = 0. From (8), (9)
we also have w$(%b) = w$(0) = 0. Uniqueness now follows by classical results for the
Cauchy problem (see Hörmander [9, section 8.9] or Nirenberg [10]).

We can now investigate the properties of the reflectance of a given structure
defined by #(x2). First, given the solution u to (3)–(5), we define the reflection
coe"cient r = u(0) % 1, and the reflectance R = |r|2. The reflectance represents the
proportion of incident energy reflected from the structure. Similarly, we define the
transmission coe"cient t = u(%b), and the transmittance T = (#s/#a)|t|2. Setting
v = u and taking the imaginary part of the resulting equality in (6) yield conservation
of energy:

R + T = 1.(11)

Now taking v = u$ and applying the identities (3)–(5), one finds from (6) that

#2
s |u(%b)|2 % #2

a{|u(0)|2 % 4Re u(0) % 4} =

" 0

#b
#2(u$u + uu$).(12)

Integrating the last term in (12) by parts, we have

" 0

#b
#2(u$u + uu$) = %

" 0

#b
(#2)$|u|2 + #2

a|u(0)|2 % #2
s |u(%b)|2.

Then (12) becomes

2#2
s |u(%b)|2 % 2#2

a|u(0) % 1|2 % 2#2
a = %

"

(#2)$|u|2.(13)

Applying conservation of energy (11), |t|2 = (#a/#s)(1 % |r|2) so that (13) yields

R =
#s % #a

#s + #a
+

1

2#a(#a + #s)

" 0

#b
(#2)$|u|2.(14)

Since #2 is nonincreasing, we immediately obtain that

R $ #s % #a

#s + #a
.
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The term on the right is the square root of the reflectance in the case of a flat pro-
file (see, e.g., Born and Wolf [4] for a complete discussion of reflectance from flat
interfaces). To improve this estimate, we need a lower bound on |u|2.

Lemma 2.2. Suppose #(x2) is nonincreasing. Then the solution u of (3)–(5)
satisfies

|u|2 # |t|2,

where t = u(%b) is the transmission coe!cient.
Proof. First suppose that k(x2) is composed of a finite number of homogeneous

layers, with refractive indices ka $ k1 $ k2 $ · · · $ kn $ ks, with depths h1, . . . , hn;
i.e., setting bj =

#j
k=1 hk, we have k(x2) = kj for %bj $ x2 $ %bj#1. Set b = bn.

Letting u(%b) = t, the boundary condition (5) is u$(%b) = i#st. Solving for u in
the nth layer, %bn $ x $ %bn#1, one obtains

u(x) = t(cos#n(x + bn) + i(#s/#n) sin#n(x + bn))e#i"sbn .

Note that since #s/#n # 1, we have |u(x)|2 # |t|2. Having obtained u in terms of t
the nth layer, one can now continue propagating the solution upward layer by layer,
each time obtaining a solution in the form

u(x) = t̃j(q1 cos " + iq2(#j/#j#1) sin "),

where t̃j is a complex constant with |t̃j |2 # |t|2, and q1 and q2 are complex constants
in the form

q1 = cos% + i(#j+1/#j) sin%,

q2 = i sin% + (#j+1/#j) cos%.

The result follows from the fact that the complex number Z = q1 cos " + iq2(#j/
#j#1) sin " satisfies |Z| # 1. Indeed, setting &j = #j/#j#1, we have

|Z|2 = (cos " cos%% &j sin " sin%)2 + &2
j+1 (cos " sin% + &j sin " cos%)2

= cos2 " (cos2 % + &2
j+1 sin2 %) + &2

j sin2 " (sin2 % + &2
j+1 cos2 %)

+ 2&j(&2
j+1 % 1) cos " cos% sin " sin%

= cos2 " (1 + (&2
j+1 % 1) sin2 %) + &2

j sin2 " (1 + (&2
j+1 % 1) cos2 %)

+ 2&j(&2
j+1 % 1) cos " cos% sin " sin%.

Thus |Z|2 can be written as

|Z|2 = cos2 " + &2
j sin2 " + (&2

j+1 % 1)(cos " sin% + &j sin " cos%)2.

Since # is a nonincreasing function, we have &j = #j/#j#1 # 1, and thus |Z| # 1.
Consequently, |u(x)| #| t|2 in each layer.

In a manner exactly analogous to the procedure above, one can also obtain the
estimate

|u(x)|2 $ |u(0)|2 + |2 % u(0)|2 for x $ 0.(15)
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Since |u(0)% 1|2 = R $ 1, it follows that
$ 0
#b |u|

2 $ C, where C is independent of the
piecewise constant function #, provided only that # is nonincreasing. Taking the real
part of the bilinear form (6) with v = u, we then find immediately that

(u(H1 $ C,(16)

where C now depends only on b, #a, #s.
The general case of nonincreasing # ! L% is now handled easily by approximation.

Specifically, let {#k} be a sequence of nondecreasing, piecewise constant functions
converging to a given # in the weak ) L% sense. Let uk be the corresponding sequence
of solutions to (3)–(5). By (16), (uk(H1 $ C; hence there exists a subsequence (still
denoted uk) converging weakly in H1 and strongly in L2 to some ũ. It follows that,
for every fixed v ! H1,

2i#av(0) =

" 0

#b
u$
kv

$ %
" 0

#b
(#k)2ukv + i#auk(0)v(0) + i#suk(%b)v(%b)

*
" 0

#b
ũ$v$ %

" 0

#b
#2ũv + i#aũ(0)v(0) + i#sũ(%b)v(%b)

so that by Lemma 2.1, ũ = u, the unique solution to (3)–(5). Finally, since uk,
k = 1, 2, . . ., along with u are uniformly bounded in H2 and hence in C1, we see that
the convergence uk * u is actually pointwise. Since the estimate |uk(x)|2 # |tk|2
holds for each k, it must also hold for u, t.

Lemma 2.3. Suppose #(x2) is nonincreasing. Then

R $
%

#s % #a

#s + #a

&2

.(17)

Proof. Using the previous lemma, we find that

" 0

#b
(#2)$|u|2 $ |t|2(#2

a % #2
s ).

Noting that |t|2 = (#a/#s)(1 %R), the identity (14) then yields the desired estimate
with a simple manipulation.

The estimate in Lemma 2.3 is sharp. Equality is attained for a sharp interface
between two media with refractive indices ka and ks. Thus the reflectance produced
by any nonincreasing refractive index k(x2) with k(%b) = ks and k(0) = ka can be no
more than the reflectance produced by the piecewise constant kc(x2) with kc(x2) = ks
for x2 < a and kc(x2) = ka for x2 > a, a ! (%b, 0). Incidentally, it is well known in
engineering that for a fixed incidence angle one can create a layered structure with R
lying anywhere in the interval [0, Rmax], with Rmax = ((#s % #a)/(#s + #a))2. The
key point here is that R cannot exceed Rmax with nonincreasing #.

3. Rapidly oscillating case. We now consider the case of a rapidly oscillating
dielectric grating. Specifically, suppose that we are given a grating structure with
period L. By rescaling the problem, it su"ces to consider the case L = 2$. Let
f ! L%(R) be 2$-periodic; i.e., let

f(x1) = f(x1 + 2$n) a.e. in x1, for all integers n
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and satisfy

%b < inf f $ sup f < 0.(18)

The function f represents an interface between two homogeneous materials with re-
fractive indices ka and ks. Define a corresponding refractive index function on R2:

'f (x) =

'

k2
a if x2 > f(x1),

k2
s otherwise.

(19)

As in the previous section, given an incoming plane wave from above ui =
ei!x1+i"a(x2) (where ! and #a are as defined in (1)), we seek solutions of the Helmholtz
equation 'w + 'fw = 0, where w is a sum of the incoming and scattered fields and
satisfies appropriate outgoing wave conditions. The standard approach to solving
this problem is to search for “quasi-periodic” solutions, that is, solutions w such that
u = we#i!x1 is 2$-periodic in x1. A well-known procedure exists for formulating the
problem variationally. This is outlined, for example, in [2, 7]. The basic idea is to
expand the periodic functions u in a Fourier series in x1 and match the solutions
with the fundamental solution in the homogeneous regions x2 > 0 and x2 < %b.
This leads naturally to a Fourier series expansion for the Dirichlet-to-Neumann op-
erators on the boundaries {x2 = 0} and {x2 = %b}. Defining the cylindrical domain
# =( R + (%b, 0))/(2$Z + {0}) and the periodic boundaries $a corresponding to
{x2 = 0} and $s corresponding to {x2 = %b}, the problem can then be formulated as

'!u + 'fu = 0 in #,

Tau% (u

(x2
= 2i#a on $a,

Tsu +
(u

(x2
= 0 on $s,

where '! = '+ 2i!(1 % !2. The Dirichlet-to-Neumann operators Tj are defined by

(Tj%)(x1) =
(

n&Z

i#n
j %ne

inx1 , j = a, s,

where

#n
j =

)

*

+

,

k2
j % (n + !)2 if k2

j # (n + !)2,

i
,

k2
j % (n + !)2 if k2

j < (n + !)2,

and %n denote the Fourier coe"cients of %. To obtain the weak form, we define for
u, v ! H1(#)

B#f (u, v) "
"

!
(, + i!)u · (, + i!)v %

"

!
'f uv %

"

"a

(Tau)v +

"

"s

(Tsu)v,

where ! = (!, 0) and

g(v) = %2i#a

"

"a

v.

We then wish to find u ! H1(#) such that

B#f (u, v) = g(v) for all v ! H1(#).(20)
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It is well known that a unique solution u ! H1(#) of problem (20) exists for all but
possibly a discrete set of parameters ka, ks (see [3]). In addition, using a perturbation
argument, the following lemma is proved in [6].

Lemma 3.1. Provided that the incoming wave is su!ciently low-frequency (ka, ks
are su!ciently small), problem (20) admits a unique weak solution for all f satisfying
(18). Furthermore, the solutions u are bounded in H1(#) independently of f .

Remark. Under the conditions of Lemma 3.1, solutions are actually uniformly
bounded in H2, independent of f . This follows immediately from the equation

'u = %2i!(1u + (!2 % 'f )u.

The H1 bound on u and the L% bound on 'f guarantee that ('u(L2 $ C, giving
the H2 estimate.

Once the solution to problem (20) has been determined, one can easily find the
scattered far-field. The Rayleigh expansion [11] dictates that the field above {x2 = 0}
must be in the form

u(x1, x2) =
%
(

n=#%
rne

i(nx1#"n
a x2),

where the rn are unknown scalars. Matching this expansion with the boundary con-
ditions for the variational solution, one finds that r0, which corresponds to the “zero
order” reflected mode, must be given by

r0 =
1

2$

" 2$

0
u(x1, 0) dx1 % 1.(21)

By rescaling the problem, one can see easily that for a su"ciently small grating period
L the coe"cients #n

a are real only for n = 0. This means that only the zero order
mode propagates. Similarly, using the Rayleigh expansion in the region x2 < %b
and the fact that the grating period L is small, one finds the lone transmitted mode
t0 = 1

2$

$ 2$
0 u(x1,%b) dx1.

As in the layered medium case, setting the reflectance R0 = |r0|2 and the trans-
mittance T0 = |t0|2, one can easily verify conservation of energy R0 + T0 = 1 [7]. We
would like to show that a reflectance bound similar to (17) holds in the grating case.

For n = 1, 2, . . . , define 'n(x1, x2) = 'f (nx1, x2). Thus 'n represents a 2$-
periodic grating oscillating more and more rapidly as n increases. It is easily verified
that 'n ) '̃ in the weak ) L%(#) sense, where

'̃(x1, x2) =
1

2$

" 2$

0
'f (x1, x2) dx1.

Note that '̃ is independent of x1. Furthermore, due to the form of 'f (19) and the
fact that k2

a $ k2
s , it is easy to see that '̃ is nonincreasing in x2.

We can now state the main result of this paper.
Theorem 3.2. Assume the conditions of Lemma 3.1. Given an arbitrary grating

profile f and any * > 0, there exists a grating period L such that when the profile f is
produced with period L or less, the reflectance R0 resulting from f satisfies

R0 $
%

#0
s % #0

a

#0
s + #0

a

&2

+ *.(22)
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Thus, analogous to the layered medium case, for rapidly oscillating gratings the
reflectance can be no more than the reflectance of a sharp interface between materials
ka and kb plus a small error, regardless of the grating shape.

Proof. Since the bound (17) holds for '̃, inequality (22) is simply a statement
of the continuity of R0(') with respect to weak ) L% convergence 'n ) '̃. This is
easy to prove. Let un denote the sequence of solutions to problem (20) corresponding
to the coe"cients 'n. By Lemma 3.1, (un(H1 is uniformly bounded; hence each
subsequence of {un} has a further subsequence {un!} which converges weakly in H1

to some u ! H1. We show that the weak limit u of each such subsequence is the same,
thus proving that the original sequence {un} converges weakly to u.

Holding v ! H1 fixed, observe that

B#n! (u, v) %B#n! (un! , v) =

"

!
(, + i!)(u% un!) · (, + i!)v

%
"

!
'n!(u% un!)v %

"

"a

(Ta(u% un!))v +

"

"s

(Ts(u% un!))v.

Since un! ) u in H1 and the operators Tj are bounded maps from H1/2($j) into
H#1/2($j), the first integral and the last two integrals vanish as n$ * &. Further,
the weak convergence of un! in H1 implies strong convergence in L2 so that

-

-

-

-

"

!
'n!(u% un!)v

-

-

-

-

$ ('n!(L"(u% un!(L2(v(L2 * 0.

Thus B#n! (u, v) * B#n! (un! , v) = g(v). The convergence 'n!
!
) '̃ implies B#n! (u, v) *

B#̃(u, v). Hence B#̃(u, v) = g(v) for all v; i.e., u solves (20) for '̃. Since the solution
u is unique by Lemma 3.1, we conclude that the original sequence un ) u weakly in
H1.

Since the traces un|"a ) u|"a weakly in H1/2, it follows by the definition
(21) that the corresponding reflection coe"cients, and hence the reflectances,
converge.
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